Ceiling fan wiring diagram red wire

Ceiling fans are often equipped with a separate light kit that hangs beneath the fan. Most
common electrical cables include three conductors: a black wire to carry the hot feed, a white
wire for the common and an unsheathed copper wire for the ground. For the light to be
controlled by a switch that's separate from the fan, the wiring between the switch and the fan
unit needs a fourth conductor, a red wire to carry the hot feed for the light kit. Turn off the
circuit breaker at the breaker panel that provides power to the ceiling fan circuit. Test the wiring
on the switches for the ceiling fan using a noncontact circuit tester to be certain that the power
is off. Cut off 6 to 8 inches of outer sheathing from the electrical cable in the box in the ceiling
where the fan is to be mounted using a utility knife. Install the ceiling fan mounting plate to the
electrical box in the ceiling using the two mounting screws supplied in the ceiling fan kit and a
screwdriver. Feed the black, white, red and copper wires through the hole in the center of the
mounting plate. Place the ceiling fan motor on the floor and position the canopy on top of the
motor, feeding the fan wiring through the large hole in the center of the canopy. Then feed the
wires through the down-rod pipe, and screw the pipe into the threaded coupler on top of the fan.
Secure the rod into place by tightening the locking bolt on the side of the coupler with an
adjustable wrench. Lift the assembled ceiling fan kit to the mounting bracket, and hang the
canopy from the hook on the side of the mounting plate. Twist the black wire from the ceiling
fan kit together with the black wire from the electrical box, and connect the exposed ends with a
wire nut. Likewise, twist all of the white wires together. There should be two white wires from
the ceiling fan kit and one from the box. Third, connect the two green wires from the ceiling fan
kit to the exposed copper wire with a wire nut. Finally, connect the red wire from the electrical
box to the remaining wire from the ceiling fan. This wire is commonly red or blue but almost
always has a tag on the wire that reads "Light. Remove the canopy from the hook and position
the canopy over the mounting bracket. Affix the canopy to the mounting bracket by installing
two mounting screws through the holes on each side of the canopy with a screwdriver.
Assemble the fan blades by attaching a blade to a blade iron with the included screws. Then
attach each blade to the motor with the two blade mounting screws. Attach the ceiling fan's
light kit wiring to the wiring harness hanging beneath the fan motor. Mount the light kit to the
motor by tightening the mounting screws. Install the lamp globes and light bulbs into the light
kit. Turn on the circuit breaker and flip the corresponding switches to test the fan and light kit.
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By Chris Baylor Updated December 27, Related Articles. Warning Do not attempt any electrical
work without first turning off the power to the circuit. Every single ceiling fan wire has a special
purpose in order for the fan to function correctly and safely. Although there are four different
wires involved, wiring a ceiling fan is not a difficult job. Here is a brief description of every wire
which might be helpful when installing a fan. As with any other electrical device, remember to
switch off the current from the main box before you start installation or repair. Before reading
this information, it is important to note that there are different wiring color codes in different
countries around the world. The wiring color codes in Europe are not the same as those in
North America. Thus, before trying to install a ceiling fan, make sure to use the correct wiring
diagram for your specific fan in your region. Here we will describe the wire colors as according
to the wiring color codes for the USA and Canada. A ceiling fan usually consists of two main
parts: the fan and a lighting assembly. The red or striped wire is the hot wire for the lighting
fixture of the ceiling fan, so if your ceiling fan does not have a lighting fixture, it will only have
the three other wires mentioned in the following sections. Moreover, sometimes this wire can
come directly from the main circuit breaker in order to always be on. The black wire is the main
hot wire, which generally comes from the main circuit breaker. This wire is always on, so make
sure that there is no current when dealing directly with this one to avoid any injury. The white
wire of the ceiling fan is the main neutral, for both the light fixture and the fan motor. During
installation of the ceiling fan, this white wire should be attached to the other neutral wire of the
house wiring. However, the white wire of the house wiring system could also have a piece of
tape attached to it indicating that it is being used for another purpose, so look for any markers
before you attach anything. Since there are a lot of different color codes, it is unclear what the
exact purpose of the blue wire is, but you can use your individual fan's wiring diagram to learn
how it functions. Another important wire is usually a green one, which is used to ground all the
systems of the ceiling fan. Depending on your color code, you could have either a blue or green
wire, or both, in addition to the other three. When dealing with a ceiling fan wiring system, it is
important to know what you are doing and to work as safely as possible, so even if the current
is switched off from the main supply, it is recommended to double check for any current flow by
first using a tester. If you are trying to repair a ceiling fan but you cannot understand its wiring
connection, it is strongly recommended to refer to a professional electrician. We welcome your
comments and suggestions. All information is provided "AS IS. All rights reserved. You may
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diagrams for household fans including: ceiling fans and light kits, dimmer switches, fan speed
controllers, 3 way fan switches, and bathroom exhaust fan circuits. This is true of most Hunter
and Harbor Breeze ceiling fans found at your local home store. The black wire is usually the hot
for the fan and the blue wire is the hot for the light. The white wire is the neutral for the fixture
and the green is the ground. The white wire from the fixture is connected directly to the source
neutral wire, either at the fixture box or through a splice at the switch box. The ground wire is
spliced to the source ground and to any outlet box terminal using a pigtail. In some household
circuits, the white wire may also be used to substitute for a hot wire. In these cases, it should be
wrapped with black electrical tape or otherwise marked to identify it as hot. This wiring diagram
illustrates the connections for a ceiling fan and light with two switches, a speed controller for
the fan and a dimmer for the lights. The source is at the switches and the input of each is
spliced to the black source wire with a wire nut. From the switches, 3-wire cable runs to the
ceiling outlet box. At the switch box, the black wire is splice to the output on the speed
controller and at the other end to the black fan wire. The red wire is spliced to the output on the
dimmer and at the other end to the blue light wire. The neutral from the source is spliced in the
switch box with the white wire running to the fan and at the other end to the neutral wire on the
ceiling fixture. Likewise, the ground wire is connected to any grounding terminals in the switch
box and spliced to run to the fan location. Three-wire cable runs from there to the controllers on
the wall. The neutral wire from the source is spliced directly to the white wire on the ceiling
fixture. The hot source wire is spliced to the white on the 3-wire cable and then spliced to the
input wires on both controllers at the other end. The white wire is wrapped with black tape to
identify it as hot. The black cable wire connects the fan to the speed controller and the red wire
connects the light to the dimmer. The white wire is no longer used for hot and instead, the
source neutral is run through to the switch box to satisfy the NEC requirement. Two wires in
this arrangement are not used, the white wire in the second cable and one of the ground wires.
These should be capped at both ends with a wire nut. All other wiring is the same as in the
previous diagram. To wire a 3-way switch circuit that controls both the fan and the light, use
this diagram. As with all 3-way circuits, the common on one switch is connected to the hot
source wire from the circuit. Splice both the fan and the light hot wires together with the
common wire from the SW2. The traveler wires are spliced together in the ceiling fixture box to
run between switches. The travelers do not connect to the fan or light. This wiring arrangement
allows for lowering the lights with a dimmer and controlling the fan with the built-in pull chain.
The source is at the ceiling outlet box and 3-wire cable runs from there to the switch box. The
neutral from the source is spliced directly to the white wire on the fan kit and the cable, running
it through to the switch box. The hot source is spliced to the black fan wire and the black wire
running to the dimmer. At the other end, the black cable wire is spliced to one of the hot dimmer
wires, it doesn't matter which one. The other dimmer wire is spliced to the red wire in the switch
box which is spliced to the blue, light wire at the other end. Use this wiring when the source is
at the fixture and you want to control the feed to both components with the same switch.

Three-wire cable runs from the fan to the switch box and the source neutral is spliced to the
white wire and to the fan neutral. The source hot is spliced to the red wire which is connected to
one terminal on the switch at the other end. The black wire is connected to the other terminal,
running power back to the fan where it is spliced to both the black fan wire and the blue light
fixture wire. The 3 speed fan is controlled with a pull chain switch on the fixture. The source is
wired directly to the fan and also spliced through to the switch. With this arrangement the light
is controlled with the wall switch and the fan is hardwired for pull-chain speed control. In this
wiring, the source is at the switch and 3-wire cable runs from there to the fan and light. The
source neutral and ground are spliced through to the fan location. The source hot wire is
spliced to the black fan wire to hardwire it directly to the circuit and to a pigtail connecting the
switch. The red wire on the 3-wire cable is connected to the switch and at the fan, it's spliced
with the blue wire to the light. With this arrangement, power to the fan is controlled with a
built-in pull chain on the motor housing and the light is controlled with the wall switch. Use this
wiring when the power source originates at the wall box and you want to control both the fan
and light with a single switch. Here the hot source is connected directly to the switch and 2-wire
cable runs from there to the ceiling fan. The black wire running to the ceiling box is connected
to the other terminal on the switch. At the ceiling location, it's spliced to the black and blue
wires from the fan and light. The source neutral is spliced through to the white wire on the fan.
The source ground is spliced through to the ceiling box and connected to the green ground wire
on the fan and to any grounding terminal found there. With this arrangement, the fan and light
are turned off and on with the wall switch and the fan speeds are controlled with the built-in pull
chain on the fixture. To wire an exhaust fan to a wall switch, use this diagram. These fans
usually come with a small electrical connection box welded to the side of the housing. There
will be a cover on the connection box that fastens with a small screw. Open it, pop the plug out
of one of the wire holes and thread a wire clamp into it. Run the cable through the clamp and
tighten it down. Splice the black and white cable wires to the fan wires using a wire nut.
Connect the ground to the grounding terminal in the connection box and the ground wire from
the fan, if there is one. Here the exhaust fan is controlled by a timer instead of a switch. There
should be two hot wires and a ground coming out of the timer casing, splice one of these to the
hot source. Spice the second to the black cable wire running to the fan. Splice the source
neutral to the white cable wire. Wire the source ground to the ground wires for the switch and
the fan. At the fan splice the wires, matching the colors of each, and connect the ground wire to
the grounding terminal. In this arrangement a light fixture and exhaust fan are wired to the same
source. The light is controlled with a single-pole switch and the fan controlled with a timer as in
the previous drawing. The hot source is spliced to each controlling device and the output of the
controllers are connected at the fan splicing black to black, white to white, and the ground
connecting to the terminal on the fan box. Ceiling fans can be set to rotate in either of two
directions. This function allows for more efficient cooling in the summer and for circulating heat
in the room during the winter. Fan blades are set in a slanting posture so they catch the air as
they spin. The slant is down to the right and up to the left. With this attitude, a counterclockwise
spin will force air down into the room creating a cooling breeze. Clockwise rotation will pull air
up to the ceiling, disturbing the warm air collected there and circulating it throughout the room
to warm things up. Usually there is a small sliding switch on the side of the motor housing that
will control the fan direction. But which way should you slide the switch for proper rotation? In
most cases sliding the switch down will set counterclockwise spin, while sliding it up will set
clockwise spin. So, the answer is: down in summer and up in winter. The right size ceiling fan
for your room depends on more than just the square footage or your area. Furniture, normal
ambient temperature for the room, and ceiling height will all have an effect on the efficiency of
the fan you choose. As a general rule, you can start with the recommended fan for a given room
size as follows: For a large room of 15'x15' or more, choose a ceiling fan with a blade span of
52, 56 or 60 inches. For a 12'x12' room, go with 44 to 48 inches of blade span, and for small
rooms of 8'x8' or so, a blade span of 36 inches should do the trick. Check your room space and
install your fan to be 7. The distance to the nearest wall should be. If you're installing more than
one ceiling fan in a room or hall, set the distance between the two at 2 times the blade span.
How to Read These Diagrams This page contains wiring diagrams for household fans including:
ceiling fans and light kits, dimmer switches, fan speed controllers, 3 way fan switches, and
bathroom exhaust fan circuits. Ceiling Fan with Light Kit Wiring Diagram This wiring diagram
illustrates the connections for a ceiling fan and light with two switches, a speed controller for
the fan and a dimmer for the lights. Ceiling Fan Dimmer Switch Diagram This wiring
arrangement allows for lowering the lights with a dimmer and controlling the fan with the
built-in pull chain. Wiring a Ceiling Fan Switch Loop Use this wiring when the source is at the
fixture and you want to control the feed to both components with the same switch. Wiring a Fan

and Light to a Single Switch In this wiring, the source is at the switch and 3-wire cable runs
from there to the fan and light. Email Print. Home Page. Setting Ceiling Fan Direction Ceiling
fans can be set to rotate in either of two directions. Choosing and Installing a Ceiling Fan The
right size ceiling fan for your room depends on more than just the square footage or your area.
Light Switch Wiring. Blog 0. And switching circuit along with color code of wire in different
regional wire codes country-specific. Different types of fans available in the market come with
different number of wires:. Considering all the above facts, we have created a ceiling fan wiring
diagram guide for ease of installation process. Based on countries and their wiring code there
are two major classifications. While working with fan connections make sure you connect wire
as shown or according to the diagram on the user-manual. Important : You can interchange or
replace the color of live wire if you have multiple devices connected though the same path or at
the same place. Take a look at ceiling fan capacitor connection wiring, this color is not the same
for all fan manufacturing company. Therefore, we have the method to determine it with a digital
Multi-meter. Looking at them, we cannot guess the purpose of wire until and unless the circuit
diagram is provided with the fan itself. The main reason behind the confusion for connections is
this only. Step0: Turn off the power supply of that particular room in which you are working.
Step1: Set your digital multi-meter to resistance mode. Step2: Now check the resistance
between three wire taking two wires at once. Step3: Along with it, mark down the resistance
between two wires with their respective colors. Step4: You will get two values of resistance one
is higher running coil W1 another is lower starter coil winding W2. Step6: Now insulate all the
bare wire connection with the insulating tape. And turn on the fan. Looking for a circuit
simulator app for android phones? Almost 2. Electronics and electrical related apps for
electronics engineers or hobbyists can be found easily on google play store, it could be a bit
confusing to decide which android [â€¦]. Where to buy electronic components online? Lots of
people searching now a day to buy electronic components store but very few are able to find a
good one. This post will guide you through the electronic component stores near you as well as
buying electronic [â€¦]. They provide LEDs with the specific voltage two functions so as to
perform with full efficiency. LEDs are well known for low power consumption along [â€¦]. Your
email address will not be published. Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the
next time I comment. Privacy policy. Contact us. Different types of fans available in the market
come with different number of wires: Simple fan with 2 wire Fan with 3 wires as seen from fan
side with capacitor 4 wire fan with inbuilt LED light Considering all the above facts, we have
created a ceiling fan wiring diagram guide for ease of installation process. Blog Top 7 Circuit
Simulator App for electronics engineers in Looking for a circuit simulator app for android
phones? Blog Where to buy electronic components online? Blog What is an LED driver? Leave
a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be published. SM Tech! About us. Disclaimer
Contact us. How do I connect the wires for my ceiling fan? The old fan was connected to a
ground, a neutral, a hot, and a fourth red wire that I presume is an additional hot. The new fan
calls for a ground wire, a neutral wire, and a hot wire. Neither the old nor the new fan has a light.
My question is what do I do with the extra hot wire in the ceiling? Thanks for your electrical
question Dave. A red wire up in the ceiling fan junction box usually indicates that the wiring has
been installed which provides separate switch for the light and a separate switch for the fan
motor. If your ceiling fan does not have a light fixture, then simply cap off the red wire and
attach the fan motor to the black wire. Ceiling Fan Wiring. Where do I connect up the red wire
when I have a light and fan combo? There is only one light switch on wall and we turn the fan on
and off manually with a pull chain. We connected the black wire and blue wire from fan unit to
the black from ceiling but we capped off red wire and that does not work. Hi Kate, Great
Question. When there is only one wall switch as you have described, typically both the ceiling
fan black and blue wires connect to the red wire in the ceiling box, and the white wires connect
together. With this type of setup, be aware that the wall switch must be in the on position before
the pull chain switches will operate the ceiling fan and the light. Enjoy your ceiling fan! I am
installing a ceiling fan. Same as original posters question, one wall switch, ceiling has a red ,
white, black and bare ground. The red is switched BUT so is the black as I have verified by
testing and visually looked at switches connections. Seems weird to me. Should I ignore the red
wire and just use white and black and ground? Hi Ron, Keep in mind that two wires are needed
for switching, one to take the power to the switch, one to take the power back to the ceiling fan
once the switch is turned on. To help you understand this in more detail I have a full section on
installing and wiring ceiling fans, which includes wiring diagrams. Name required. Email will not
be published required. Get a Quick Reply! Ask an Electrical Question. Kate brethauer says:.
June 11, at am. Dave Rongey says:. June 12, at am. Ron says:. July 17, at am. July 17, at pm.
Click here to cancel reply. Electrical Conduit Installation. Estimated Time: Depends on personal
level experience, ability to work with tools, work with electrical wiring, and the available access

to the project area. Important: Modifying existing electrical circuits or installing additional
electrical wiring should be done according to local and National Electrical Codes, with a permit
and be inspected. Application: Ceiling Fan Electrical Wiring. Estimated Time: Depends on
personal level experience, ability to work with tools and access to the switched outlet wiring
and the proposed location for the ceiling fan. Notice: Installing additional electrical wiring for a
ceiling fan should be done according to local and national electrical codes with a permit and be
inspected. Wiring Ceiling Fans. Step-by-step pictures â€” Easy wiring diagrams and installation
guide â€” Light and fan switch variations. Electrical Wire for the Home. Guide to Home Electrical
Wire. Complete listing of electrical wire types and parts used for home projects with electrical
code information serves as selection guidelines. How to Install Bedroom Electrical Wiring. I am
replacing a ceiling fan. The old fan had three wires white, black and blue. Can I connect the
black wire from the fan to the black and red from the ceiling junction box? The fan is controlled
by a single wall switch which has two black wires and the ground wire connected. Thanks for
your help. Hi Kirk â€” Great Question. When there is a separate red and black wire in the ceiling
fan box this usually means that one of the wires is controlled by a wall switch. Typically a
ceiling fan is wired so the fan motor has power all the time by the black wire, and the light of the
ceiling fan is controlled by the wall switch through the red wire. This may not represent exactly
your wiring scenario, and that can only be full understood using a voltage tester. Once the
switch controlled wire is identified then you can decide how you want the ceiling fan and light
controlled. So your options will then be to connect the ceiling fan blue and black wires to the
switch wire for total wall switch control or conne
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ct the ceiling fan motor separately to the unswitched power source. I hope this helps, Dave. I
have a Hanabishi Orbit Fan, but my problem is when I was trying to clean it, I have removed the
Wires inside the fan where the White, Yellow, Red,Green and black wires are present, I do not
know where to put it because i forgot where i had removed them. PLS help me. Name required.
Email will not be published required. Get a Quick Reply! Ask an Electrical Question. Kirk says:.
August 5, at am. Dave Rongey says:. August 5, at pm. Ibrahim says:. April 20, at pm. Click here
to cancel reply. Grounding an Electrical Outlet. Understanding Light Switch Wiring. Estimated
Time: Depends on personal level experience, ability to work with tools, work with electrical
wiring, and the available access to the project area. Important: Modifying existing electrical
circuits or installing additional electrical wiring should be done according to local and National
Electrical Codes, with a permit and be inspected.

